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Kresy: First the Forest
by Irene Tomaszewski

The Kresy-- an area of Poland
dominated by the great forest of Bialowieza, where the ethnic diversity was as
diverse and as natural to the landscape as the flora and the fauna of the forest.
It is the forest that gives that area of Poland known as the Kresy its magic and its
mystery. The forest bed emerged when the glaciers retreated to their original site in the
mountains of the North after the last ice age in Europe leaving behind a network of
small rivers and subterranean water reserves that nourished this vast plain lying 170
metres above sea level in the northeast of Europe. It was not long – not long, that is,
when time is measured in eons – before this plain gave birth to a forest of indescribable
beauty. Once covering a vast tract stretching from the Baltic to the foothills of the
Carpathians, it remains, though diminished, the last reserve of primeval forest in
Europe. (image: naturalpatriot.org)

There are no great mountains, big rivers or vast lakes there. The forest’s beauty lies not
in spectacular vistas but in its enduring, life-giving, breathtaking diversity, containing
within it both the leafy forests of Central Europe and the evergreen coniferous taiga of
the steppes of Siberia, along with species from the Mediterranean as well as from
mountain regions. There are 1.5-metre wide, 40-metre tall pines; 50-metre high
spruces; and oaks three metres wide 40 metres high. Ash, birch, enormous lime trees,
fragrant lindens, larch and alders form a canopy for shade-loving plants; perennials
abound, mosses cling to the trees, bindweed twists around tree branches. Berries and
ferns, mushrooms, wild garlic, wild ginger and violets cover the ground. (Above: A
mosque. Courtesy Tomek Wisniowski.)
A network of rivers snakes through the expanse of the forest entering along shallow
valleys in broad expanses of woodless peat bogs and marsh, becoming wilder as the
rivers penetrate the forest before disappearing under the canopy of giant trees.
Vegetation includes nightshade and countless sedges and ferns. The banks of the little
rivers are concealed by dense rushes and willows. The marshland is fertile, supporting
still more varieties of vegetation including hazel and blackberry.

This great array of
life forms a closely integrated community that has nourished, protected and revived
them despite the many enemies they have faced over the centuries. The forest and the
marshes are home to a multitude of animals: lynx, wolf, fox, wild boar, beaver, badger,
weasel. A choir of birds fills the air: orioles, owls, grouse, woodpeckers, ducks. A herd
of bison, 300 strong, thunders through forest trails and wild horses, the tarpans, though
fewer in number, are slowly making a comeback. Altogether, this abundance includes
over 4,500 species of plants including 3000 of fungi, and 11,500 species of animals,
8,500 of which are insects, and many rare species of mammals and birds of prey.
(Above: a small town, Nowogrodek. Courtesy Tomek Wisniowski.)
The forest formed the eastern borderlands of Poland back in the days when the country
stretched from the Baltic to the Black Sea, from the Oder to the Urals. History has not
been kind to this country which is much smaller now, as is the forest, called Bialowieza,
which is now bisected by the Polish-Belarus border. Still, despite the mutilation and
death inflicted upon it by greed, war and wanton cruelty, the forest remains, some of it in
its primeval splendour.

It is an awesome thing, this huge and ancient forest and yet, we are told, “the forest
never was and never will be old. Generations of trees and herbaceous plants are born;
they grow up, get old and turn to ashes in their own rhythm.” When autumn gales,
summer storms and winter snows break branches and snap trunks, “the wounds
gradually heal and greenery covers them again with new life.” Every so often, part of the
forest burns in a lightning fire. The charred expanse, exposed to the sun, soon sprouts
seedlings. Unaided, the natural reforestation produces an array of vegetation as diverse
as that which was burnt. But that is only when nature dictates the rhythm of life, death
and renewal; the ideas, plans and actions of men often reject the diversity and rhythm of
nature. They would destroy not only life but the means to reproduce life; they would
exterminate one species in order to allow another to dominate. (Above: a synagogue.
Courtesy Tomek Wisniowski.)
The great auroch, a wild ox that may be the ancestor of our domesticated cattle,
exterminated in Britain during the Bronze Age and in the rest of Europe not much later,
survived in Bialowieza until the 16th century. Ironically, both its prolonged survival and
its ultimate extinction is owed to greed and arrogance. The nobles of the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth restricted access to the forest for all but their own purposes,
thereby protecting it. It was forbidden to settle there, to cut the trees or to exploit in any
way the bountiful treasures of the forest lest these activities interfere with the natural
order within. This decree took little notice of the needs of the people who lived in the
area and concern with the “natural order” in the forest extended only insofar as was
needed to protect what the nobles considered their own hunting grounds. It was they
who killed the last auroch, for no reason other than the thrill of the hunt, and, in time,

others with the same self-importance and callous disregard for nature would destroy the
bison, the tarpans, and many other animals and birds.

The ruling classes exploited the forest for
their own profit, delineating which part would be used for timber and which was to be
preserved for their hunting exploits. In the interest of trade and commerce, they cut
great trees, floated logs down the rivers and constructed mills while in another part of
the forest they satisfied their love of the chase by hunting wildlife with an equal
disregard for the balance of nature.
The peasantry, forbidden the right to hunt, did what peasantry has always done
throughout history and everywhere. They worked for the nobles both on the land and in
the mills, while secretly poaching animals for food and skins, and trees for shelter, and
they picked berries, nuts, fruit, and mushrooms to supplement the little they could keep
of their harvests. (Left: a Ukranian church. Courtesy Tomek Wisniowski.)
Yet the poorest no less than the richest people of the Kresy have always had a
boundless love and sentiment for the land that is exalted in Polish song, poetry and
prose. Home to thousands of storks, their nests are treasured by people lucky enough
to have storks build their homes on their property. Each year, when the storks leave for

the winter, their human neighbours wait eagerly for their return, and each year the same
families return to their own nests.
Magnificent though the forests of the Kresy are, the area is not all or only forest, but is
dotted with villages, towns and cities. Like the forest, the population of the Kresy was
also diverse, not as in some countries where foreigners were relegated by language
and poverty to the margins of society until a generation grew up assimilated. Diversity in
the Kresy was organic, as natural to the landscape as were the flora and fauna of the
forest. These communities were nations within a state, each with its own language,
religion and customs, timeless like the forest and marsh in which new generations were
born, matured, grew old and died in an endless cycle of regeneration. Like the forest,
the nations were battered by wars, greed and wanton cruelty. In the last onslaught not
only was life destroyed but the potential for regeneration was threatened.
Since the word “kresy” means “borderlands,” presumably the word ought to apply to any
borderlands -- north, south, east or west -- but when Poles say they are from the Kresy,
they mean the eastern borderlands. It is a word that evokes memories of a land of
almost mythical beauty but also memories of exile and longing; it evokes feelings of loss
and feelings of timelessness. Yet the first references to this area as “kresy” appeared
only in the mid-nineteenth century, and the use of “Kresy” with the upper case “K” first
appears only in post-war literature. Polish exiles in Siberia, displaced by the Soviet
annexation of these lands during World War II, and the exiles who had escaped from
Russia and were subsequently scattered across the globe, made “The Kresy” a
synonym for the land of their birth, their country.
The diversity of the Kresy, like diversity everywhere, inspired artistic and literary
creativity. Here is the birthplace of Poland’s greatest poets, from Adam Mickiewicz
whose 19th century work includes the “national poem,” Pan Tadeusz, to Nobel Prizewinner Czesław Miłosz, who was formed here by his multi-cultural roots. Pan Tadeusz
begins with the words, “Lithuania, my fatherland…” This may strike outsiders as odd -- a
Polish national poem beginning with a salutation to “Lithuania, my fatherland” -- but that
is because they are accustomed to simple identities. Poles know that these borderlands
were the historic lands of the ancient Lithuanian kingdom that stretched from the Baltic
to Kiev and included what is now Belarus, Ukraine, eastern Poland and the small
modern state of Lithuania. When the Lithuanian Kingdom united with the Kingdom of

Poland, this new Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth stretched from the Baltic to the
Black Sea, and from Kiev to the Oder. This new state had an official duality, akin
perhaps to the official duality one finds in Canada – and an affinity for multiculturalism
that seems to be more of a problem for states that are officially mono-ethnic in
character. Recently, modern Lithuanians have claimed Mickiewicz as a Lithuanian
poet. And why not? He is great enough to be shared. More important, as a man of the
Kresy, he ought not be defined too narrowly since it was not unusual for the people
there to say of themselves: “I am a citizen of the Polish state, belonging to such-andsuch a nation and of such-and-such faith.” That the Commonwealth came to be known
as the “Polish” state was largely due to the fact that the ruling classes of the different
areas of the Kresy adopted the Polish language and customs, though not without their
own distinctive flair, for better or for worse. In any case, classical Poland was a multiethnic state where for centuries lived a wide variety of people, professing a variety of
religions and speaking more than one language.
Though the Poles dominated the state, in the Kresy they were not necessarily the
majority, or even a plurality, in some of the towns or regions. Lithuanians, Jews,
Ruthenians (Ukrainians) and Byelorussians predominated in some areas and smaller
minorities -- Armenians, Tatars, Gypsies, Karaites, Germans, Czechs, Greeks, Scots,
and a sprinkling of Russians (primarily Old Believers), -- added to the colour and flavour
of many towns and cities.
Wilno, now Vilnius, in Lithuania, was the home of Poland’s second university. The first
Polish university, the second in all of Europe, was established in Krakow in the 13th
century and bears the name of the first king of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth,
Jagiello, who was Lithuanian. The population in Wilno was primarily Polish and Jewish,
with a very small number of Lithuanians, less than one percent on the eve of World War
II.

Lwow, now L’viv, in the Ukraine, was a cosmopolitan city of many nationalities
predominantly Poles and Jews but also Germans and Ukrainians, and was an important
cultural centre for Armenians as well as home to other, smaller minorities. Zamośc, a
16th century Renaissance city built by Count Zamoyski and designed by the Italian
architect, Bernardo Morando, was intended to be an “ideal town,” perhaps the only
custom-built town in Europe. Conceived and completed within 25 years, the town was to
recognize both the aesthetic and functional aspects of life, assuring the economic,
intellectual, cultural and religious elements that are the basis of civilization. Its design
included three markets, the Great Market serving as a forum publicum, a church, an
academy, a town hall, and public, commercial and private construction all designed to
enhance The Ideal. Even the population was planned, beginning with Count Zamoyski’s
fellow Polish Catholics and quickly followed, by invitation, a group of Armenians,
Sephardic Jews and Greeks. The magnificent Armenian houses with their intricately
carved stone window frames still stand in the town square bearing witness to the wealth
and style of these merchants. (Above: A Catholic church. Courtesy Tomek Wisniowski.)
The houses of worship of the Kresy also reflected this diversity: Roman Catholic
cathedrals and country churches, abbeys and convents; Orthodox and Uniate churches
ranging from magnificent cathedrals to small chapels on isolated hills, all with their
characteristic onion domes; magnificent Armenian churches; great stone synagogues in

the cities and smaller wooden ones in the countryside; and the mosques of the Tatars,
some resembling typical Polish wooden churches with graveyards around them nestled
in a woodland glade.
In the middle of the 20th century, the people of the Kresy, along with the rest of Poland,
suffered a tragedy unlike anywhere else in Europe: the simultaneous attack by the two
most vicious totalitarian regimes in history, Nazi Germany and Soviet Russia. The Kresy
was the epicentre of the battle between these two giants, wreaking unprecedented
destruction on the people, the land, and yes, the great forest. The savagery of the
onslaught was driven by ideologies dedicated to the eradication of all cultures in these
lands to be replaced by their own. In the end, they failed, but not before committing
crimes of unparalleled magnitude and irreversibly altering the ethnic composition of the
population. The Polish Jewish nation was all but destroyed, millions of Poles, Ukrainians
and Byelorussians were killed, millions more deported. The material losses were
staggering, the cultural losses heartbreaking.
Today, the children and grandchildren of the worldwide Kresy diaspora look for traces of
the towns, villages and shtetls, the meandering rivers and rolling meadows, that they
vaguely remember hearing about. CR
For a superb history of the Bialowieza forest, see The Bialowieza Forest Saga by
Simona Kossak, published by MUZA, SA , Warsaw.
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Uprooting Halina - A Journey From Siberia
to Iran and Canada
Text and video by Kinia Adamczyk
“Nobody knows how horrible it is to be thrown out of your house and leave everything
behind.” Halina Babinska was ten when she went through this terrible experience.
In the middle of the night during World War II, Soviets came and threw the young girl
and her family out of their homes. Like thousands of Poles, the young Mrs. Babinska,
her two siblings and parents were packed onto the shelves of cattle trains “with a hole
for a toilet” and deported to labor camps in Siberia.
“It’s like pulling out a tree with the roots. You are uprooting a person,” explained Mrs.
Babinska in a calm, dignified voice. And uprooted she was many a time in her life. After
Germany invaded Russia, Stalin liberated Polish prisoners and their families. Poland
was still at war, and the Poles from Siberia migrated to the four corners of the planet.

Erratum: Hitler invaded Russia in 1941, not 42, as stated in the video

Now a Montreal resident, six decades later, Halina Babinska recalls her incredible
childhood with laughter. But at that time, she often experienced life-threatening
conditions.
From Siberia, “we all arrived by the boat to Pahlevi on the Iranian shore. We came from
Krasnovosk [in Russia],” explained Mrs. Babinska. The crossing on the over-packed
ship took two days. What did she eat? “I don’t even recall if I ate. You just cannot
imagine the boat. There wasn’t a space to pass through. There were endless lines to
the toilet.”
Every step was a potential threat to be separated from her mother and sister. Halina’s
brother had stayed behind in Russia, sick with typhus, and her father had died. But only
Halina knew that at that point. Her mother would soon die at her feet from exhaustion.
Mrs. Babinska and her sisters stayed in the beautiful Iranian city of Isfahan during a
couple of years, a ‘transit city’ where many Polish orphans stayed before being
transferred to Africa, New Zealand or Argentina. “I was lying in bed every night thinking
about my brother in Russia. I knew my father died. I worried…”
"Nobody knows how horrible it is to be thrown out of your house and leave everything
behind." Halina Babinska was 10 when she went through this experience one night
during the Second World War.
"It's like pulling out a tree with the roots. You are uprooting a person," Babinska
recounted in a calm, dignified voice.
The Babinskis were packed into freight trains by the Soviets and deported to slave
labour camps in the Russian Gulag.
In June 1941, Germany unexpectedly attacked Russia. Unable to fight back alone, the
Soviets were forced to seek help from Poland's allies, Britain and America. But this
meant having to release their Polish prisoners.
Once again, Halina Babinska had to move, but this time, her family embarked on a
desperate and harrowing trek across Russia to Krasnovodsk, in southern Russia.

Their only hope of escape was to get there in time to be evacuated from Russia on one
of the barges taking the newly formed Polish army across the Caspian Sea to Iran.
"Every available space on board was filled with passengers," described writer Ryszard
Antolak, a specialist of Iranian and Eastern European history.
"Some of them were little more than walking skeletons covered in rags and lice."
Now a Montreal resident, six decades later, Babinska recalls her unbelievable childhood
with laughter.
But at that time she often experienced horrible, life-threatening conditions.
From the four corners of the Soviet Union, 115,000 Poles, including 18,000 children,
arrived by boat to Pahlevi on the Iranian shore. The crossing took two days.
"I don't even recall if I ate," Babinska said. "You just cannot imagine the boat. There
wasn't a space to pass through. There were endless lines to the toilet." People fell like
flies, dying from typhus, dysentery and scarlet fever.
Every step was a potential threat to be separated from her mother and sisters. Young
Halina's sick brother stayed behind in Russia, and her father had died.
Keeping this news from her sick mother, the young child led the family on board a ship.
Arriving in Pahlevi, Halina supported her mother as they walked to the Red Cross
medical facilities set up for the refugees. Before they reached it, her mother collapsed
and died at her feet.
Halina then declared herself the "mother" to her two younger sisters, and resisted all
efforts to have the three children sent to an orphanage. Finally, she agreed, but only on
the condition they remained together.
Orphanages were established in the sacred ancient Iranian city of Isfahan. It was

believed that in the pleasant surroundings and salutary air of this beautiful city, children
like little Halina Babinska would have a better chance of recovering their physical and
mental health.
Poles were extremely grateful to Iranians, who received them very well. Even the Shah
took a special liking to Polish children and let many of them swim in his royal pool.
Some refugee camps were even set up amongst the flowers and fountains of his private
gardens.
Although she lived in good conditions and went to school, young Halina couldn't stop
thinking about her family.
"I was lying in bed every night, thinking about my brother in Russia. I knew my father
died. I worried…"
Halina would be reunited with her brother in a stroke of good luck. Her voice heightened
as she described the fateful day she was allowed to go on a walk with her friends. It was
at four in the afternoon, the hour when gardens were watered.
The then 12-year-old girl was standing on a balcony giving out onto the main street
while her friend was at the dentist's office.
"I looked down: there was a group of young boys with a tutor. They all had the same
suits."
Babinska's voice grew excited as she described this moment. "I suddenly shouted:
'look, my brother is there!'"
"Don't be silly," replied her friend.
But Halina ran downstairs. She didn't see her brother's face, but she knew it was him.
She touched his shoulder. "What are you doing here, Ryszard?"

He was going to Africa, looking for his sisters. "'Well,' I said, 'you're not going
anywhere,'" Halina replied. And so it was.
The four children went to different schools but saw each other regularly. Later, when
facilities in Iran were closed, Ryszard went to a military training camp in Palestine.
Halina and her sisters were sent to Lebanon.
However, the girls couldn't stay there forever. Halina had to choose between Argentina,
Australia and Canada.
When Canadian authorities told Halina she would have to come alone, Halina refused.
"We fought to be together. We wouldn't allow anybody to separate us. Even Russians
couldn't separate us." Halina wouldn't give in, but Canada did. They came here
together.
"I knew what to expect, more or less… My feeling was that I'm coming to a backward
country, because Beirut was a very European city, like the Paris of the Middle East."
But Halina rolled up her sleeves, worked as a maid and sent her sister to school. She
later attended university where she met her husband and was eventually head of social
services at the Queen Elizabeth Hospital.
Halina Babinska will be a special guest at a screening of a documentary about 1,000
Polish children who went from Isfahan to New Zealand.
Mrs. Babinska was to be among them but the strong-willed "mother" refused to go to
another orphanage, insisting on setting up a "family" with her sisters instead. And so
she did. CR
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